1. Introduction {#s1}
===============

Autonomy, in the field of robotics, is still an open and poorly defined problem for which concepts remain to be invented. By autonomous, we mean a system able to develop and evaluate their skills and decide whether its behavior is relevant or not according to the context. When we talk about autonomy relative to the behavior, we mean the ability to learn behaviors in an open-ended manner but also to manage them. The concepts of open-ended development and cumulative learning have been studied for years in psychology, machine learning and robotics. Those capacities highly depend on intrinsic motivations, involved in exploration and curiosity. The study of intrinsic motivations is gaining more and more attention lately as artificial systems face autonomous cumulative learning problems. Several computational models have been proposed to overcome these problems where some are based on the knowledge of the learning system, while others are based on its competence. The first knowledge-based model, proposed by Schmidhuber ([@B54]), consisted in a world model that learned to predict the next perception given the current one and the action. Prediction progress is used as an intrinsic reward for the system. More recently, a similar model of artificial curiosity proposed by Oudeyer et al. ([@B45]) allows an agent to focus on novel stimuli to improve its learning in challenging situations, avoiding well known and totally unknown ones. The first competence-based model was proposed by Barto et al. ([@B6]) where the intrinsic reward is given on the basis of the inability of the system to reach its goal. In the same way, Baldassarre and Mirolli (Schembri et al., [@B53]; Santucci et al., [@B51]) proposed a reinforcement learning architecture that implements skills on the basis of experts. See (Mirolli and Baldassarre, [@B43]) for a global state of the art of both approaches.

Here, we do not address the problem of learning new skills in a fully autonomous and open-ended manner. We propose in a first step to study open-ended development through the framework of human interaction. In our view, the agent requires a teacher to learn from demonstration but not in a prescriptive way. Since a long time, we develop models allowing robots to learn autonomously different navigation tasks such as: using latent learning to build a cognitive map to be able to reach several goals (Gaussier et al., [@B18]; Giovannangeli et al., [@B20]; Laroque et al., [@B36]; Cuperlier et al., [@B12]; Hasson et al., [@B29]; Hirel et al., [@B30]) or to use explicit or implicit reward to learn different kind of sensori-motor behaviors (Andry et al., [@B2], [@B3]). Yet, it cannot be avoided that at some point the robot fails because of an incomplete learning or because of some changes in the environment. For complex task learning, autonomy means also being able to ask for help and/or to learn from others. It can be made through several ways from stimulus enhancement, response facilitation to different level of imitation. Here we propose to focus on how to allow a system that can be fully autonomous (see previous papers) to work for some time under the supervision of a trainer in order to discover efficiently the solution of a complex problem and/or to complete its learning. To fit natural low level interactions, the training is performed thanks to a leash. Like a dog or a horse, our robot cannot avoid turning its head in the direction of the force applied on the leash. One key difference with a classically supervised system is that the robot has to evaluate when and how to take into account the supervision signal. For sake of simplicity, we will suppose, in this paper, there is no opposition between the robot needs and the trainer requirement. Hence we will not focus on how the robot use latent learning for building some cognitive map or exploit various reinforcement signals to modify its sensory-motor associations \[see (Hirel et al., [@B30]) for the use of a similar architecture focusing on these issues\].

Adding self-assessment capabilities to robots should be an interesting solution in this framework of social robotics where humans play a role in the cognitive development of the robot. It could allow the robot to seek for more interactions when needed as in the collaborative control system of Fong et al. ([@B16]). The robot could also communicate its inability to improve its learning. It means that not only does the robot need to code its knowledge but also the limits of its knowledge. This becomes all the more important in integrated robotic systems which have to make decisions based on observations drawn from multiple modalities (Zillich et al., [@B61]).

Evaluating behavior performance requires the ability to predict the behavior itself at first. Then, it requires to detect potential problems by considering aspects of novelty in these predictions. Novelty is thus an important signal to consider since it represent a key feature providing feedbacks on the behavior\'s quality. The problem of self-assessment is then sensibly close to the class of novelty detection problems. Novelty detection is a commonly used technique to detect that an input differs in some respect from previous inputs. It is a useful ability for animals to recognize an unexpected perception that could be a potential predator or a possible prey. One of the main goal for self-assessment is self-protection. It is strongly used in situations that caused a failure or a threat in the past, or in the prediction of a threat or a future challenge (Taylor et al., [@B58]). It reduces the large amount of information received by the animal so that it can focus on unusual stimuli \[see (Marsland, [@B42]) for a global state of the art\].

A variety of novelty filters has been proposed where most of them work by learning a representation of a training set (containing only normal data), then trying to underline data that differ significantly from this training set. In the literature, one can find different classes of methods such as statistical outlier detection, novelty detection with supervised neural networks, techniques based on self-organizing map and gated dipole methods.

The standard approach to the problem of outlier detection (Sidak et al., [@B56]; Devroye and Wise, [@B14]) is to estimate the unknown distribution μ of a set of *n* independent random variables in order to be able to detect that a new input *X* does not belong to the support of μ. In the same way, extreme value theory (Gumbel, [@B27]) focuses on distributions of data that have abnormal values in the tails of the distribution that generates the data.

The first known adaptive novelty filter is that of Kohonen and Oja ([@B35]). It proposes a pattern matching algorithm where new inputs are compared with the best-matching learned pattern, meaning that non-zero output is only seen for novel stimuli. Self-organizing networks also provide solutions to detect novelty using unsupervised learning (Kaski et al., [@B32]) and particularly the so-called Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) (Carpenter and Grossberg) network that uses a fixed vigilance threshold to add new nodes whenever none of the current categories represents the data. In a sense, the process of the ART network is a form of novelty detection depending on a vigilance threshold.

Supervised neural networks methods propose also novelty detection solutions by recognizing inputs that the classifier cannot categorize reliably. Such methods estimate kernel densities to compute novelty detection in the Bayesian formalism (Bishop, [@B7]; Roberts and Tarassenko, [@B50]).

Another solution is given by gated dipole fields, first proposed by Grossberg ([@B24],[@B25]), then used to compare stimuli and model animal\'s attention to novelty (Levine and Prueitt, [@B38]).

Neural models of memory can also detect novelty by learning sequences of states that provide a simple mean of representing pathways through the environment (Hasselmo and McClelland, [@B28]). Dollé ([@B15]) and Caluwaerts et al. ([@B10]) propose models of metacontroller for spatial navigation that select on the fly the best strategy in a given situation. A competition following by a reinforcement learning allows to associate the action that best fits to the situation. Categorizing contexts are then required to recall the learned action.

Some studies propose that the hippocampus structure, besides its implication in spatial navigation, could be involved in novelty detection, since identifying novelty implies storing memories of normal situations and building expectations from these situations (Knight, [@B34]; Lisman and Otmakhova, [@B40]). The importance of novelty in emotional processes was suggested by appraisal theory (Lazarus, [@B37]; Scherer, [@B52]; Lewis, [@B39]). Novelty is closely related to surprise (which could be either positive or negative) but is also determinant in assessment processes for several other emotions (Grandjean and Peters, [@B22]). Emotional processes are particularly important in decision making while they can guide or bias behavior faster than rational processes, or when rational inferences are insufficient (Damasio, [@B13]). Griffiths proposes a taxonomy of emotions divided in 2 classes: primary emotions managed by the amygdala and cognitive ones that operate in the prefrontal cortex (Griffiths, [@B23]).

The role of emotions in communication are also important and have been studied in infants-adults interaction (Tronick, [@B59]). Infants show self-appraisal capability very early (before the age of 2) while trying to perform a task, but they show a few interest for parents approbation and focus on another goal in case of failure. From the age of 2 the children show reactions (crying, hooking on parents) when facing negative assessment (Stipek et al., [@B57]; Kelley et al., [@B33]).

Following the concept of bio-inspired robotics and a constructivist approach, we present integrated robotic control architecture resulting from a close feedback loop between experiments on animals and robots. This leads to a better understanding of the mechanisms by which the brain processes spatial information. In the next sections we first present our previous model of visual place cells that allows a robot to exhibit simple and robust navigation behaviors (Gaussier et al., [@B18]; Banquet et al., [@B4]). Since this strategy has been successfully tested in small environments, we met issues while trying to navigate in larger and more complex ones (see Section 2.1.1). We propose to add a second strategy based on a simple, efficient and biologically plausible road following algorithm in order to overcome issues we met with the first one (see Section 2.1.2). Then, we propose a generic neural architecture able to evaluate both sensory-motor navigation strategies (see Section 2.2) based on novelty detection techniques. Finally, we show how a second-order controller, based on the computational literature on intrinsic motivations, can monitor novelty tendencies to modulate both strategies depending on their relevance in a given situation (see Section 2.3). We show how such a controller could also communicates the inability for the robot to perform its task, in order to learn from teacher demonstration. We claim that frustration could be a key feature to improve autonomy in an open-ended manner.

2. Materials and methods {#s2}
========================

2.1. Two sensory-motor navigation strategies
--------------------------------------------

Here, we assume that a robot is given a repertoire of behaviors by the designer. In the following, we shortly present 2 of these behaviors that are available to the robot and on which evaluation and regulation mechanisms have been tested.

### 2.1.1. A model of place cells to perform sensory-motor navigation

In previous works, we developed a biologically plausible model of the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex in order to obtain visual place cells (VPCs) (O\'Keefe and Nadel, [@B44]). VPCs are pyramidal neurons exhibiting high firing rates at a particular location in the environment (place field). Our model allowed controlling mobile robots for visual navigation tasks (Gaussier et al., [@B18]; Banquet et al., [@B4]).

1.  A visual place cell (VPC) learns to recognize a constellation of landmarks-azimuths pattern in the panorama (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). VPCs activity depends on the recognition level of corresponding constellations. A winner-takes-all (WTA) competition selects the winning VPC \[see (Giovannangeli et al., [@B20]) for more details\].

2.  Next, a neural network learns to associate a particular VPC with an action (a direction to follow in our case). The robot perform the action associated with the winning VPC. This sensory-motor architecture \[Per-Ac (Gaussier and Zrehen, [@B17])\] allows the system to learn robust behaviors.

VPCs activity, even in outdoor conditions, shows a peak for the learned locations (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and generalizes quite correctly over large distances (2--3 m inside and 20--30 m outside).

![**Sensory-motor model of visual place cells (VPCs)**. Gradient images are convolved with a DoG filter that highlights points of interest on which the system focuses on to extract local views. A VPC learns a specific landmarks-azitmuths pattern. A winner-takes-all competition (WTA) allows to select the winning VPC. Then, an association between the current action (robot\'s direction) and the winning VPC is learned, after what the system is able to move in such a direction each time that VPC wins.](fnbot-07-00016-g0001){#F1}

![**(A)** Activity of 4 PCs recorded on a linear track in a real outdoor environment. Each maximum of activity corresponds to the learned position of the corresponding PC. Our architecture provides good generalization properties since activities present large place field. **(B)** PerAc principle: Only a few Place/Action associations are needed to perform simple and robust behaviors such as Path learning **(a)** or Homing **(b)**. The agent converges to the goal by falling into an attraction field **(c)**.](fnbot-07-00016-g0002){#F2}

Our architecture has been successfully tested in small sized environments (typically one room). However, our visual-only based mechanism shows limitations when trying to scale to larger and more complex environments (multi-room, outdoors). We encounter some situations where the large number of trees all around the system does not leave enough available landmarks to recognize a specific place (the entire panorama is full of green leaves that only represent noise for the system) and the only way to overcome such a problem is to follow the road below. We propose to overcome this issue by adding to our current architecture a biologically plausible road following strategy. Such a strategy allows the robot to follow roads rather than learning Place Cells, in situations where it is neither necessary, nor efficient to do so. Providing two different strategies to the robot is not sufficient by itself to navigate autonomously. The system also needs an action selection mechanism that evaluates both strategies (on the basis of a "meta" learning) to be able to select the right one in a given situation.

### 2.1.2. A model to perform road following behavior

In previous works, we presented a fast and robust biologically plausible road following strategy (Jauffret et al., [@B31]). Our algorithm consists in finding the best vanishing point among N potential points in an image. For example, lets consider 5 vanishing points equally distributed on the skyline. The robot will orient itself toward the winning vanishing point.

1.  The system processes to an edge extraction of incoming images.

2.  For each vanishing point considered corresponds one "vanishing" neuron *Vn* that integrates pixels whose edge orientation is aligned to this vanishing point (see Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The most active vanishing neuron corresponds to that where edges are mostly convergent to.

3.  Then, a simple WTA competition selects the best candidate between the N vanishing neurons.

The motor control of our model is directly inspired by control theories of Braitenberg vehicles (Braitenberg, [@B8]). This control is quite simple: when a vanishing point is detected on the right (resp. left), the robot will turn right (resp. left). Convergent behavior emerges from sensory-motor interactions between the system and its environment, without any need for an internal representation of the environment, or inference. Consequently, angular precision is less important than sample rate in such a control. We tested this algorithm on real images of road (see Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) in several situations.

![**(A)** Road following principle for 5 vanishing point neurons (from V1 to V5) for outdoor and indoor cases (red dotted line: preferred directions of the winning neuron). Up: V2 is the best candidate. Down: V3 is the best candidate. **(B--E)** Results obtained with our algorithm on real images. For each cases: Up: real image of a road. Down: activity levels of 41 neurons, each one firing for a particular vanishing point location on the image. **(B)** Road with boundaries: the vanishing point is well detected in the center of the image and generalized quite correctly to neighborhood **(C)** Without boundaries: the vanishing point remain salient since there is a significant gradient between road and grass. **(D)** Twisting road: 2 vanishing points are detected, one on the left and one in the middle. Nevertheless, the more active is the one on the left. **(E)** A vanishing point is detected on the right side.](fnbot-07-00016-g0003){#F3}

Our system succeeds in following any types of vanishing points such as roads, corridors, paths or railways. Furthermore, this algorithm has a satisfying framerate of 20 images per seconds (for 41 vanishing point neurons tested on a I7 core processor) and this framerate increases when considering less neurons. Such a high framerate is obtained because only the higher gradients are considered in our algorithm. Therefore, the intensity of the gradient have been normalized by using the cosinus of the angle. So, in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (case B) the gradient of road edges is not really high even though the vanishing point is detected.

A drawback of this method is the adjustment of the skyline position. Moreover, in some environments, the vanishing lines above the horizon can be an information (like in a corridor or in forest) although high reliefs or clouds can disturb localization of the vanishing point.

2.2. A neural model for novelty detection
-----------------------------------------

Here we present a generic model for self-assessment based on novelty detection techniques. Our model consists in two steps. First, the learning of the sensory-motor contingencies induced by the navigation strategy involved in a normal situation (training set), second the ability to detect extraneous sensory-motor patterns in novel situations (see Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Neural architecture relying on self-assessment. Left:** network used to detect unexpected events. It learns the sensory-motor contingency of a given strategy by learning to predict the current sensation from the previous perception. Perception is defined as a short-term-memory of recent sensation/action tuples. Such a perception is used to predict an approximation of the error, variance and skewness relative to the sensation *y*. A global novelty level gives to the system a direct feedback on the quality of the behavior involved. **Right:** Emotional controller regulating the behavior. A recurrent neuron (Distress) integrates instant progress and regress of the prediction error, and novelty activity to take into account stagnation of such a prediction error. Actions proposed by the corresponding strategy are inhibited proportionally to the distress level. A neuron (Frustration) fires only when the distress activity reaches a threshold allowing the system to call for help. α~*x*~ and β~*x*~ represent weights of the regulator\'s parameters.](fnbot-07-00016-g0004){#F4}

### 2.2.1. Modeling the dynamic interaction between the agent and the environment

Learning to predict the sensory-motor contingencies of a strategy can be viewed as finding invariants in the robot\'s perception. In visual perception (Gibson, [@B21]), an affordance can be defined as building or accessing to an invariant characterizing one particular sensory-motor behavior. Based from this statement, we consider perception as the result of the learning of sensation/action associations allowing a globally consistent behavior (see (Gaussier et al., [@B19]; Maillard et al., [@B41]) for a complete mathematical definition of perception).

Following this assumption, we defined robot\'s perception as the integral of all its affordances. An affordance referring to a particular sensations/actions state: $$Per(t) = {\int_{- \infty}^{t}S}en^{T}(t).Ac(t).dt$$ Where *Sen* denotes a vector of sensations (sensory input), and *Ac* a vector of actions (given by agent\'s proprioception).

Lets denote *y* like Sen., a vector of *n* neurons *y*~*i*~ relative to agent\'s own sensations, *i* ϵ *N*. It can be both place cells or vanishing point cells in our case. *y* can be viewed as a set of random variable *y*~*i*~. *x* is a vector of neurons *x*~*i*~ relative to agent\'s proprioception, where the winning neuron code for the current orientation. A matrix *Per* estimates the robot\'s perception by integrating sensations *y* and actions *x* in a finite shifting temporal window defined by the recurrent weight α. *Per* is the tensorial product between *x* and *y* with recurrent connections of weight α. It codes a short term memory of the agent\'s perception, where *Per*~*i,j*~ denotes the particular tuple of both *x*~*i*~ and *y*~*i*~ neurons: $$Per(t + 1) = \alpha.Per(t) + (1 - \alpha).Sen^{T}(t).Ac(t)$$ $$Per(t) = {\sum\limits_{i = 0}^{t}\alpha^{i - 1}}.(1 - \alpha).Sen^{T}(t).Ac(t)$$

Basically, it means that recent inputs have a higher weight in our process than older ones. This type of filter has been tested by Richefeu and Manzanera ([@B49]) in a motion detection context. The parameter α is used in order to attach more importance to the near past than to the far past.

### 2.2.2. Detecting novelty by processing absolute differences between predicted and real sensation:

Following this internal model of the robot\'s perception, we defined a vector *ŷ*, same size as *y*, that estimates the mean *E*\[*y*\] of the current sensation *y* from the perception matrix *Per* by an online least mean square algorithm (LMS) (Widrow and Hoff, [@B60]): As a classical conditionning (Pavlov, [@B46]) the vector *ŷ* modifies on the fly the weights of connections coming from the perception matrix (unconditionned stimulus US) in order to estimate the sensation vector *y* (conditionned stimulus CS). We make the assumption that *y* follows a Gaussian distribution required by least-squares. An absolute difference between *y* and *ŷ* defines the instant error vector *e*. In the same manner, a vector ê, estimates the first moment about the mean μ~2~ = *E*\[*e*\], of the current error *e* = *y* − *ŷ*, from the perception matrix *Per* by an online LMS algorithm. The second-order error is defined as *e*~2~ = *e* − μ~2~. The second moment about the mean is defined as μ~3~ = *E*\[\|*e* − μ~2~\|\].

The third order error is defined as *e*~3~ = *e*~2~ − μ~3~. Novelty *N* is defined as the global third moment about the mean. *N* is a single neuron that integrates all *e*~3~ neurons activities: *N* = \|∑^*n*^~*i*\ =\ 1~ *e*~3~*i*~~\|. *N* is summarized by: $$\begin{array}{l}
\left. N = E\lbrack \middle| \middle| ( \middle| \middle| y - E\lbrack y\rbrack \middle| \middle| - E\lbrack \middle| \middle| y - E\lbrack y\rbrack \middle| \middle| \rbrack) - E\lbrack \middle| \middle| y - E\lbrack y\rbrack \middle| \right| \\
\left. \text{      } - E\lbrack \middle| \middle| y - E\lbrack y\rbrack \middle| \middle| \rbrack\rbrack \right. \\
\end{array}$$ $$\left. where\, \middle| \middle| y \middle| \middle| = \sqrt{\sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}y_{i}^{2}}(L^{2} - norm)\, or\,{\sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}\left| y_{i}^{2} \middle| (L1 - norm) \right.} \right.$$

*N* represents the prediction error of the network, that will be used to detect unexpected events. Here, we defined novelty as the third order moment about the mean for empirical reasons while it is a good trade-off between precision and latency. Here, the different moments μ~2~, μ~3~, and μ~4~ represent respectively the pseudo-variance, the pseudo-skewness and the pseudo-kurtosis while their measure follows the L1-norm rather than the *L*^2^-norm. Our architecture is thus able to learn an internal model of the dynamical interactions the system has with the external world.

2.3. Modeling frustration to regulate behaviors and improve learning
--------------------------------------------------------------------

We showed that our model for self-assessment is able to give feedbacks on the quality of the behavior of the strategy involved. However, the system was not using such a confidence feedback to regulate its behavior. Here, we propose to implement an emotional controller able to make use of the novelty level, coming from the prediction mechanism. We propose that only considering the absolute novelty level is not sufficient to take correct decisions and regulate behaviors. First, short perturbations (small obstacles, sensor disturbance, visual ambiguities or singular false recognitions) should not affect so much the robot\'s behavior. Most of the time, the good generalization properties of our sensory-motor strategies allow the robot to stay inside the "attraction field" of the learned behavior (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and thus perform its task correctly, even if unexpected events appear. Because it is more interesting to consider the evolution of such a novelty activity rather than its absolute level, the agent should integrate the novelty activity over time and monitor its evolution to be able to judge its own behavior. If the prediction error remains high or increases whatever the agent tries, then the behavior should be considered as inefficient. And if this inefficiency is lasting this means the agent is caught in a deadlock. Similar assumptions have been proposed by Schmidhuber ([@B54]) in a model-building control system driven by curiosity. This model deals with both problems of (1) do not take into account parts of the environment which are inherently unpredictable and (2) try to solve easy tasks before focusing on harder tasks. The author proposes to learn to predict cumulative error changes rather than simply learning to predict errors.

Based on previous works (Hasson et al., [@B29]), we propose to compute the instantaneous progress *P*(*t*) = *N*(*t* − δ~*t*~) − *N*(*t*) and the instantaneous regress *R*(*t*) = *N*(*t*) − *N*(*t* − δ~*t*~) as the derivatives of the novelty level *N*(*t*).

Lets define an analog potential of frustration as a recurrent neuron that integrates instant progress and regress (see Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). It also integrates novelty activity *N*(*t*) to take into account stagnation of such a prediction error. This potential of frustration is called the distress level *D*(*t*) in the followings. Actions proposed by the corresponding strategy are inhibited proportionally to this level. Frustration is then defined as a binary decision *F*(*t*): $$F(t) = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{1\, if\, D(t) > T} \\
{0\, otherwise} \\
\end{array} \right.$$ with *T* a threshold parameter, and D(t) the distress level defined as: $$D(t) = \alpha_{D}D(t - \delta_{t}) + \beta_{S}S + \beta_{R}R(t) - \beta_{P}P(t) + \beta_{N}N(t)$$ with S(t) a reward coming from the supervisor and α~*D*~, β~*S*~, β~*P*~, β~*N*~ weights of each variable. The binary frustration neuron fires only when the distress activity reach a threshold *T* (0.9 in our experiments). It allows the system to stop and call for help in order to improve its learning in novel situations.

2.4. Selecting and merging strategies with a dynamic neural field
-----------------------------------------------------------------

In our architecture, both strategies (place/action associations and vanishing point following) and their respective metacontroller run in parallel as independent channels (see Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Each strategy provides an action (an orientation) in a separate field of 361 neurons. Each neuron of the field codes for a particular orientation. Each field of action is inhibited proportionally to the distress level of the corresponding strategy. Both fields are merged into a global Dynamic Neural Field providing solutions for action selection/merging rather than a strict competition (Amari, [@B1]). The neural fields properties have already been successfully tested to move robot arms by imitation using visual tracking of movement (Andry et al., [@B3]), or motor control for the navigation of mobile robots (Schoner et al., [@B55]; Quoy et al., [@B48]). Neural Fields can account for interesting properties such as action selection according to contextual inputs or persistence in more detailed models (Prescott et al., [@B47]; Guillot-Gurnett et al., [@B26]). The neural field equation proposed by Amari is the following: $$\tau.\frac{u(x,t)}{dt} = - u(x,t) + I(x,t) + h + {\int_{z\epsilon V_{x}}w}(z).f(x - z,t)dz$$ where *u*(*x*, *t*) refers to the activity of neuron *x* (coding for an angle), at time *t*. *I*(*x*, *t*) is the input to the system. *h* is a negative constant that ensures the stability. τ is the relaxation rate of the system. *w* is the interaction kernel in the neural field activation. A difference of Gaussian (DOG) models these lateral interactions that can be excitatory or inhibitory. *Vx* is the lateral interaction interval defining the neighborhood. Properties of this equation allow the computation of attractors corresponding to fixed points of the dynamics and to local maxima of the neural field activity. Selecting or merging multiple actions depends on the distance between them. Indeed, if two inputs are spatially close, the dynamic gives rise to a single attractor corresponding to the average of them (merging). Otherwise, if we progressively amplify the distance between inputs, a bifurcation point appears for a critical distance. The previous attractor becomes a repeller and two new attractors emerge. Oscillations between multiple actions are avoided by the hysteresis property of this competition/cooperation mechanism. Finally, a simple derivative of the robot orientation allows for motor control of the robot speed \[see (Cuperlier et al., [@B11]) for more details\].

![**Neural architecture relying on action selection. Down:** both strategies provide an action in a field (each neuron of the field coding for a particular orientation). All action fields are merged into a dynamic neural field. This neural field provides a solution for decision making by selecting or merging actions in a robust manner (dynamic attractors) and also provides good properties such as temporal filtering. **Up:** an emotional metacontroller learns to predict both strategies from its sensations and from the action proposed by the neural field (feedback link). Distress levels, depending on prediction errors, are used to modulate the action choice.](fnbot-07-00016-g0005){#F5}

2.5. Experimental setup
-----------------------

We have tested our models in several situations for both strategies. We first present experiments running in simulation showing the model principles. Next, we present an experiment with a real robot showing how our model deals with known difficulties of real life experiments such as odometry correction, noisy sensors, dynamic of obstacles, people moving, lights changing, etc.

### 2.5.1. Simulations

We used a 40 \* 40 cm wide simulated robotic platform (see Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) equipped with 2 wheels, proximity sensors for obstacle avoidance and a pan-tilt camera used to extract points of interest in the visual panorama and a fixed camera to perceive vanishing points (a copy of our robulab platform from Robosoft). Our simulation software (Webots from Cyberbotics) provides physically realistic model for the robot and obstacles but neither noise nor 3D objects near walls are taken into account (2D realistic snapshots of our lab are simply stuck on simulated walls).

![**Setup in Webots simulated environments. (A)** Robotic platform used in our simulations. **(B)** Setup 1 used to test the place/action strategy. The system evolves in a simulated room of 15 x 15 m. It learns a few places associated with different actions (in red) to perform an ideal round behavior (black dotted line). **(C)** Setup 2 used to test the road following strategy. The system evolves in a simulated outside environment of 40 x 40 m and can navigate both on road or grass. **(D)** Setup 3 used to test strategies selection/cooperation. A road links both rooms. No more than 7 place/action associations are needed for the robot to perform the entire loop (black dotted line). It does not need to learn anything off road while following the road is sufficient here.](fnbot-07-00016-g0006){#F6}

**Setup 1:**

The place/action strategy is put ON while the road following strategy stays OFF. The purpose of the experiment is to test the self-assessment mechanism on the place/action strategy. The environment is a simulated room of 15 \* 15 m (see Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"} with a uniform floor and salient landmarks on walls. The robot is trained by a human teacher (supervised learning) to perform a round path by learning Place Cell/Action associations. No more than 8 place/action associations were sufficient for the robot to perform a robust round trip in our experiment. A second smaller room is unknown by the system as no places have been learned in it. Consequently, navigating in this room results in inconsistent movements. The evaluation mechanism learns to predict the sensory-motor contingencies of the place/action strategy while the robot performs its round trip in a normal situation (similar to the training set). In this setup, the vector of sensation *Sen* is defined by the vector of 8 Place Cells learned by the system. We set the recurrent weight α = 0.95 empirically, based on the frequency of changes in sensations. The sensory-motor loop of that strategy is quite slow since states only change when the robot navigates from one place to another (it mainly depends on the distance between 2 places and the robot\'s linear velocity). Indeed, an α near to 1 results in a long temporal window (old states are more important than recent ones). 3 laps were necessary for the evaluation mechanism to completely predict its sensation from all sensory-motor states perceived during the trip. Indeed, learning is completed only when the novelty level reaches a minimum (typically below 0.4) and remains flat in all places.

**Setup 2:** The road following strategy is put ON while the place/action strategy stays OFF. The purpose of the experiment is to test the self-assessment mechanism on the road following strategy. The environment is a simulated garden of 40 \* 40 m (see Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) with a white road passing over grass on the floor and trees texture on walls. The system is able to correctly follow roads when one is in its field of view. On the other side, navigating on grass results in random movements since there is no stable and well-defined vanishing point to follow. The evaluation mechanism learns to predict the sensory-motor contingencies of this strategy while the robot performs road following in a normal situation (training set). In this setup, the vector of sensation *y* is defined by 13 vanishing point neurons processed by the system. We set the recurrent weight α = 0.7 empirically, based on the velocity of the sensory-motor loop. Indeed, the sensory-motor loop of that strategy is significantly faster than for the place/action strategy while vanishing point states change at a speed that directly depends on the robot\'s angular velocity. 2 min. of navigation were sufficient for the system to completely predict its sensation from sensory-motor situations perceived while following a road. Learning is completed when the novelty level reaches a minimum of 0.4 and stagnates.

**Setup 3:** This time, both strategies are active and run in parallel. The purpose of the experiment is to test strategies cooperation in a complex environment that is a mix of Setup 1 an 2 (see Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). A road is now linking both rooms by an outdoor part so that the robot can perform the entire loop. The system is trained to perform the loop: passing through both rooms and outside environment. Our model allows the system to correctly perform the entire loop by the learning of only 7 place/action associations. Indeed, the system does not need to learn any place on the outside part while following the road is sufficient in that part to perform the desired task. Consequently, the teacher does not have to correct the system in that part since the behavior resulting from the road following strategy is already the desired one.

### 2.5.2. Experiment on real robot

The following experiment runs in a real indoor environment (part of our laboratory). We used a real robotic platform similar to the simulated one (see Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The environment is composed by 2 different rooms and a corridor (see Figures [7C--E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The place/action strategy is put ON while the road following strategy stays OFF. The purpose of the experiment is to test the frustration mechanism on the place/action strategy on a real robot experiment. The task for the robot is to achieve a complete loop passing through both rooms and corridor. 14 place/action were necessary for the robot to learn to perform the loop (see Figure [7F](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). As a stereotypical human/dog training interaction (Giovannangeli et al., [@B20]), the teacher uses a leash to pull the robot in the desired direction (see Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the robot is detecting prediction error by comparing human order to its own will. This novelty detection neuromodulates the vigilance of the system so that it decides to recruit a new place cell and learns the association to its current orientation. Following such interactions, the robot is able to learn the path the human is teaching. A proscriptive learning (correcting the system rather than showing it the path) is necessary to get a stable and robust attraction field.

![**Experimental setup in our laboratory. (A)** Robotic platform used (Robulab from Robosoft). **(B)** Supervised learning: the teacher uses a leash to pull the robot in the desired direction. The robot learns the path autonomously. **(C--E)** The 3 different rooms of the experiment. **(F)** Learned behavior. The robot learns to travel from room 1, passing through the corridor, to room 2, then back to room 1. About 14 place/action associations (red arrows) are learned to perform an ideal loop (black dotted line).](fnbot-07-00016-g0007){#F7}

3. Results {#s3}
==========

3.1. Results relying on novelty detection experiments
-----------------------------------------------------

After the system has completely learned the desired trajectory (see Setup 1, Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and also learned to predict the sensory-motor contingencies relative to this trajectory, we tested it in several situations to show the ability for our model to detect whether such a situation is normal or abnormal.

In a first experiment, we tested the robustness of the strategy in a normal situation (see Figure [8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). The robot performs 12 standard laps without disturbance. Results show a robust and stable behavior with a trajectory close to the desired one. The novelty level stays relatively low since it never gets over 0.4, with a mean value of 0.2. It defines the minimum prediction error the system is able to achieve for this task. Such a minimum error is directly linked to the degree of deepness of the prediction process (the *n*th pseudo-moment about the mean). Since we defined the novelty as the third pseudo-moment about the mean, our model is not able to characterize statistical variations over such a precision. A fourth and fifth moment should be able to respectively learn the novelty mean and its variance.

![**(A--D)** Results of Setup 1 (see Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). **(A)** Up: trajectory after performing 12 laps autonomously without disturbance. Down:novelty level stays below 0.5 with a constant variance as no abnormal event appears. **(B)** Up: an obstacle suddenly appears in the environment. Obstacle detection allows the robot to avoid it. Generalization capabilities of place cells allow it to go back into the learned path. Down: novelty level shows peaks for respectively the first (1) and second (2) time the system faces the obstacle. **(C)** Up: the system performs its task correctly (from START to 1) when the ambient light is suddenly switched off (1). It results in random movements, as no cues are visible. The robot is totally lost (from 1 to END) Down: novelty mean grows significantly. **(D)** Up: the robot performs its task correctly (from START to 1) when the north direction is suddenly shifted by 90 degrees (1). It results in random movements since unexpected actions are performed in each places (from 1 to END). Down: novelty variance grows significantly. **(E)** Results of Setup 2. Up: the robot starts on grass, converges to the road (dotted line), then follows it until its end. Down: novelty level decreases as the system converges to the road. It grows up progressively at the end of the road (1).](fnbot-07-00016-g0008){#F8}

In a second experiment, we introduce an obstacle in the environment so that the robot is forced to avoid it (see Figure [8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Direct priority is given to the obstacle avoidance strategy by a subsomption architecture. The system avoids the obstacle, then successfully goes back to its original path thanks to the generalization properties of place cells/action associations. Novelty level shows peaks when the robot is avoiding the obstacle, since the orientation taken does not correspond to the learned one in that place.

In a fourth experiment, the light is suddenly put OFF while the robot performs its task (see Figure [8C](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, the visual system is not able to maintain coherent place cells activity and the robot becomes totally lost. It results in random movements. Novelty level shows a sudden offset after the light is put OFF but keeps more or less the same variance. Indeed, the system is not able to recognize places anymore, even if it tries to predict it.

In the same way, a fifth experiment proposes to suddenly shift the north direction by 90 degrees (see Figure [8D](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). The system performs its task when the north is suddenly shifted. The robot behavior tends to be random a few seconds after the event. The novelty level shows large variations. Indeed, the system sometimes takes an unexpected orientation, sometimes a predicted one.

Finally, a sixth experiment proposes to test generalization capabilities of the novelty detection mechanism on the road following strategy (see Setup 2, Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The environment contains one road stopping in the middle, and grass elsewhere. The robot starts on grass, in a corner, oriented toward the road (see Figure [8E](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Results show that the robot converges to the road in order to be aligned with the road, then it correctly follows it until its end. Finally, it ends its trip by random movements onto grass after leaving the road, as no coherent vanishing point is perceived. Novelty level shows a progressive decrease while the robot converges to the road, then stays minimum and quite stable while following it. Novelty level increases progressively when leaving the road and stays high until the end of the experiment.

We also tested the robustness of the self-evaluation mechanism on a 1 h navigation experiment (not shown here).

3.2. Results relying on frustration experiment
----------------------------------------------

In this experiment, we highlight the need for a frustration mechanism to request help in distress situations. The robot has learned to perform a squared loop in a room (see Setup 1, Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In a first period, the robot performs its task without disturbance (see Figure [9A](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). Results show a robust behavior with a stable trajectory close to the desired one. The distress level stays relatively low (below 0.4), with a mean below 0.3. It is the minimum prediction error the system is able to achieve for this task in a normal situation.

![**Simultaion highlighting the need for a frustration mechanism (see Setup 1, Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"})**. Up: **(A)** Trajectory after performing some laps autonomously without disturbance. **(B)** The supervisor suddenly interferes to deviate the robot into the second room (1). The robot tries to perform its task without success. The distress level increases progressively while there is no consistency in the perceived sensory-motor sequence. Finally, the system stops and call for help (2). **(C)** The supervisor assists the robot by pulling it in the right direction to escape this room (3). The system learns the new place/action association. Once leaving the small room, it goes back to its stable attractor (4) and perform its task correctly. **(D)** After human demonstration, the simulated robot is able to escape autonomously from the small room. Down:evolution of the distress level in time. It increases as the robot becomes lost in the small room (1). It reaches a frustration threshold of 0.9 (red dotted line) (2), then goes back to normal after human help (4). It increases when the robot is between both rooms (5), indicating that a learning refinement is possible. However stays below the threshold.](fnbot-07-00016-g0009){#F9}

After some time, the teacher suddenly interferes with the robot to deviate its trajectory toward the second room (see Figure [9B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). The robot tries to perform its task by taking the orientation associated with the winning place cell. The distress level increases while there is no consistency in the perceived sensory-motor sequence. After a while, the system stops for a distress call when the distress level reaches a frustration threshold (0.9 in our experiment). The teacher assists the robot by pulling it in the right direction to escape the small room (see Figure [9C](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). The teacher correction pushes the system to learn a new place/action association and the prediction mechanism to learn to predict this new situation. The robot successfully escapes the small room. The distress level decreases fast because the interaction with the teacher acts as an inhibitory signal in our emotional model. Once leaving the small room, the robot goes back to the first room and converges again to a stable attractor. It continues performing its original task correctly. In another experiment, the robot starts in the small room, in a place different from the learned one (see Figure [9D](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). Since the robot already faces this situation in the past and thanks to the good generalization properties of place cells, it knows what to do to escape the room and to get back to its stable attractor. Results show that the robot takes the learned orientation to escape the room. The distress level stays low because the situation is considered as normal (predicted) this time. As the robot reaches the frontier between both rooms, its behavior tends to be a bit hesitating. This is due to place ambiguity since the robot hesitates between two place cells associated with contradictory actions. The distress level increases progressively. However, such an odd situation is not long enough to trigger a distress call, and the robot finally successes in getting back to its stable attractor. The distress level decreases slowly and the situation goes back to normal.

Such an interaction allows the system to learn from the teacher how to solve the problem so that it will be able to escape autonomously next time.

3.3. Results relying on strategies cooperation experiment
---------------------------------------------------------

In the following experiments, we highlight the need for an emotional controller to regulate behaviors to solve complex navigation tasks. Navigating in a wide and complex environment requires a metacontroller to make different strategies cooperate in a coherent manner. The robot has learned to perform a complete loop, passing from one room, to the other, to the garden, then back to the first room (see Setup 3, Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Both strategies and their evaluation mechanisms run in parallel. Strategies cooperate by proposing their actions weighted in real time by their own evaluation. Actions coming from the different strategies are merged into a dynamic neural field that controls robot\'s movement (see Part.2.4). It allows a smooth cooperation rather than a strict competition. It is also important to notice here that the frustration mechanism does not trigger a distress call procedure in the following experiments. Since we want to test smooth cooperation, the robot does not stop even if both strategies reach the frustration threshold.

In a first simulation, we tested each strategy alone to ensure the system can not solve such a complex task with only a single strategy. When testing the place/action strategy (see Figure [10A](#F10){ref-type="fig"}), results show that the robot performs its task correctly in both room, but falls into a deadlock when navigating outdoors and finally get frustrated. In the same way, when testing the road following strategy (see Figure [10B](#F10){ref-type="fig"}), the robot follows the road correctly in the garden, but falls into a deadlock when entering a room and finally get frustrated.

![**Unitary tests (Setup 2, Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"})**. We tested only one active strategy at a time to be sure that the task can not be solved by a single strategy. **(A)** Trajectory of the robot once the robot has learned to perform the path. It performs its task correctly by the only use of the place/action strategy. Behavior does not stay consistent when entering the outside part while there is no place/action association learned here. The distress level grows and reaches the frustration threshold. **(B)** We bring the robot to the beginning of the road. It follows the road correctly by the only use of the road following strategy. Behavior does not stay consistent when entering the small room while there no consistent vanishing point to follow. The distress level grows and reaches the frustration threshold.](fnbot-07-00016-g0010){#F10}

In a second simulation, the robot performs one lap autonomously (see Figure [11A](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). It starts in the middle of the road at the bottom of the environment. It performs the loop correctly but fails to finish it and falls into a deadlock when entering the garden. It is due to the orientation the robot takes when leaving the room. If this orientation is too much different from the direction of the road, the system is not able to converge to it.

![**Simulations highlighting the synergy of cooperating strategies (see Setup 2, Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). (A)** The robot starts on the road and performs one lap autonomously. It fails to finish the loop and falls into a deadlock (3). The distress level shows the cooperation of both strategies. The place/action strategy is strongly inhibited as the system navigates outside (start to 1) and strongly active inside (1--2). Conversely, the road following strategy is strongly active outside (start to 1) but almost inhibited inside (1--2). At the end, the robot leaves the inside part but fails to converge to the road because of its orientation (2--3). **(B)** In another example, the robot successes in following the road after a few hesitation (1), but fails in entering the small room (2). **(C)** The robot performs 3 laps. (1) and (2) indicates respectively each times where the robot get in and outside. Results show that distress levels of both strategies are, most of the time, opposite in phase. Ends of each lap are indicated by vertical red-dotted lines. The behavior is mostly driven by the place/action strategy in both rooms but driven by the road following strategy outdoors.](fnbot-07-00016-g0011){#F11}

The distress level shows the cooperation of both strategies during the loop. The place/action strategy is strongly inhibited as the system navigates in the garden and strongly active inside. Conversely, the road following strategy is strongly active when navigating on road outside but almost inhibited inside.

In a third simulation, the robot starts in the first room, successes in converging to the road after a few hesitation, but fails to enter the small room (see Figure [11B](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). The reason for this success in converging to the road this time is mainly by chance. Next, the robot fails to enter the small room because the generalization properties of place cells allow the robot to recognize this room before entering in it. As a result, it decided to turn too soon and falls into a local minimum. Such a problem can be solved by learning a new place/action association at the end of the road, ensuring to correctly enter the room.

In a fourth experiment, the robot performs 3 laps autonomously (see Figure [11C](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). The robot starts in the middle of the road at the bottom of the environment. Results show that, most of the time, the distress levels of both strategy are opposite in phase. The distress level of the place/action strategy stays low indoors as the sensory-motor sequence stays predictable. It is high outside while no discriminant landmarks are recognized and no places have been categorized in that part. On the other hand, one can see that the distress level of the vanishing point following strategy is low when the robot follows the road outside. It is mostly high indoors while there is no consistent vanishing point to follow. Distress levels induce proportional inhibition of corresponding behaviors. Accordingly, the robot\'s behavior is mostly driven by the vanishing point following strategy while navigating on the road outside. Conversely, it is mostly driven by the place/action strategy on the inside part.

Beyond such predictable results, the experiment exhibits good properties that emerge from the synergy of both strategies. As a matter of fact, we encounter several situations where the cooperation enhance the performance obtained with a single strategy. It usually happens in situations where a place/action association allows the robot to pass through a door. In several cases, the contrast induced by an open door make it be perceived as a coherent vanishing point by the system so that the robot naturally converges in its direction without the need for multiple and precise place/action associations. Despite the fact that such a property increases the quality of the behavior, it may be a constraint in others.

Finally, our results also underline some issues during transitions from a place/action to a road following strategy. Indeed, the teacher has to be careful pulling the robot in the direction of the road, otherwise the system can not evaluate the vanishing point correctly and allow the robot to follow the road. It is due to the delay the controller needs to evaluate a strategy. This can results in a deadlock situation where the system switches from one strategy to another without being frustrated enough to call for help.

3.4. Results relying on real robot experiment
---------------------------------------------

The following experiments were performed in our laboratory using a robot similar to the simulated one (see Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The purpose of the experiment is to test the frustration mechanism on the place/action strategy on a real robot experiment (person and furniture moving, ambient light changing). The road following strategy is disabled. The robot has learned to perform a complete loop, navigating from the first room, to the corridor, to the second room, then back to the first one. The prediction mechanism starts to learn to predict the place/action contingencies after the system finishes the first lap (see Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). We choose not to let the prediction mechanism learn during the first lap in order to get a stable behavior before the system tries to predict it.

![**Details of the learning stage over 6 laps**. Up: rhythm of human/robot interactions (HRI): Dirac pulses correspond to guiding instants. The frequency of interaction decreases over time. It gives a direct measure of the system\'s autonomy (inversely proportional to frequency). Down:novelty (red) and Progress (green) level. We observe 3 different periods: **(A)** corresponds to the beginning of the learning session (first lap). The high frequency of pulses indicates that the human teacher is roughly directive as the robot does not know anything about the task. The metacontroller is OFF during this stage. **(B)** corresponds to the evaluation stage (second and third lap). The teacher evaluates the robot\'s behavior and correct it only when needed. The metacontroller is ON and starts to learn to predict the sensory-motor sequences. Consequently, both novelty and progress levels are high during this stage. **(C)** corresponds to the final stage where the robot is autonomous enough to stop learning. Rare corrections are still needed at some points.](fnbot-07-00016-g0012){#F12}

The second lap corresponds to an intense metalearning stage since the predictor starts to learn and each place is new for the system (see Figure [13A](#F13){ref-type="fig"}). Distress level (Dl) shows peaks for each place. The Dl decreases while ending the loop, because the starting point is already predicted.

![**Results relying on real robot experiment (see Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). (A)** 1 lap trajectory during the metalearning stage. The robot has already learned to perform the task and learns to predict it. The distress level is high each time the robot get from one predicted state to a unknown one. Then the distress level goes down as the robot learns to predict that unknown state. All sensory-motor states are almost predictable after one lap. **(B)** After the metalearning stage, we let the robot perform some laps autonomously. The distress level stays low except in one particular place (1) which corresponds to a place where the robot is close to the window and is slightly disturbed by the sunset. The robot is less confident in this area, however it is not sufficient to frustrate it. **(C)** Later, the robot performs its task when the supervisor suddenly interferes to deviate the robot into an unknown room (2). It tries to perform its task without success and finally get frustrated (3). The supervisor shows how to escape the room, afterward the system is able to escape autonomously.](fnbot-07-00016-g0013){#F13}

After this training stage, we let the robot performing its task for a while, correcting its trajectory only when needed (see Figure [13B](#F13){ref-type="fig"}). In this normal situation the distress level stays low (below 0.5) except for one area where it shows peaks. Such an area corresponds to a place where the robot navigates close to the window and is disturbed by the sunset at the time of the experiment. It means that the robot is less confident in its place/action strategy in this area. However it is not sufficient to frustrate the robot and the behavior stays coherent.

Later, the robot performs its task when the teacher suddenly deviates it into a small and unknown room (see Figure [13C](#F13){ref-type="fig"}). As the robot becomes lost, the distress level increases and finally reaches the frustration threshold. The robot stops and call for help. The teacher then assists the robot in escaping the room. The system learns that new state, gets out of the room and goes back to its stable attractor. The area where the robot were unconfident is now totally predicted since the sun is down and does not disturb it anymore.

4. Discussion {#s4}
=============

In this paper, we have addressed two different roles of a self-assessment mechanism for long range and complex robotic navigation. We presented its regulatory role in managing behaviors according to the situation, and its social role in communicating frustration to avoid deadlocks and improve learning.

First of all, we briefly presented our previous model of place cells that allows robots to perform simple and robust sensory-motor behaviors in small size environments. We highlighted the need to find solutions to overcome some issues we met while trying to navigate in more complex ones. We underlined situations where the number of available landmarks in the panorama is very low and the visual system deals with noisy information. We proposed to overcome these issues by taking into account other strategies. We extended our architecture by adding a robust and biologically plausible road following strategy that allows the robot to naturally converge to visible roads. Such a strategy allows to follow potential vanishing points instead of learning place/action associations, in situations where it is neither necessary, nor efficient to do so.

These behaviors defined the robot\'s skills for facing the situations encountered in the environment. However, these behaviors are in competition. The robot needs a second-order controller to manage them. Such a metacontroller needs a mechanism that evaluates behaviors. We argue that for evaluating its behavior, the system requires to monitor novelty in its predictions. Monitoring novelty or abnormality in the behavior is thus identified as a key feature for a second-order controller to manage robot\'s strategies. Following this statement, we proposed a model for self-assessment based on novelty detections in a dynamical point of view. In this view, the system must, at first, (1) learn to predict its sensations from its past perception in a training situation, next (2) monitor novelty and respond accordingly. We defined perception as an internal model of the sensory-motor interactions the system has with the external world. This model of perception provides a generic grounding to perform predictions on agent\'s sensation. The model could be adapted to any sensation/action loop and thus for a reasonable computational cost if one considers that, most of the time, sensation and action are correlated (except pathological cases). However, since the dimension of the "Perception" tensor might be large, it is important to define abstract input vectors (e.g. few landmark neurons instead of raw visual data) to avoid combinatorial explosion.

Even if we choose in this paper to stay at a theoretical level, the analogy with the computation that could be performed in the hippocampal system are strong enough to provide solutions to avoid scaling issues. In future works, we plan to replace the complete Per matrix by a sparse matrix where the encountered products could be learned by specific units (see our work on parahippocampal and perirhinal merging in prph (Giovannangeli et al., [@B20])). To go one step further, the number of states could be also reduced if we avoid "grand mother" cells solution (both for landmarks and place cells) and replace them by a sparse coding allowing to use combinatorial aspects at our advantage. Another solution could be to represent the sensory activity by a compressed code having a low probability of ambiguity (something similar to a hach code or a random *M* to *N* projection with *M* \>\> *N* for instance).

It should also be noted that the model by itself could not learn different timing or periodic phenomena since the recurrent weight α has to be set empirically for each sensory-motor behavior. But the problem should be solved if we consider a set of novelty detectors with different time constants.

Then, we proposed to estimate the different moments about the mean by an online least-mean-square algorithm. One can note that least-mean-square requires independent and identically distributed (iid) random examples to ensure its convergence. However, even if such iid examples are not available in our experiments, the iid constraint is negligible here. Indeed, thanks to the large dimension of the perception matrix, (1) the problem is linear (except pathological cases) and (2) the system does not care about any complex unlearning processes nor does it need a high precision on its output.

Novelty is then measured based on the deviation of the monitored perception from the expected one. It is defined as the prediction error at a *n*\'th level. Here, we defined novelty as the third order moment about the mean for empirical reasons. Actually, one can choose an arbitrary order to define novelty, depending on the desired accuracy. For example, modeling novelty by a first order error (simple difference between raw sensation and its average) results in a rather poor detection but decreases the time needed by the predictor to learn to predict the task. With such a poor system, periodical or sporadic events generates novelty as they differ from the average. Thus, they cannot be considered as normal by the system since variance is not taken into account. Conversely, defining novelty as a high order error results in a finer detection. However, in this case, the predictor needs a lot of time to completely predict a normal sensory-motor situation. Because of the online and memory-less constraints of our model, the estimation of a particular moment requires to wait for the estimation of each previous order. It raises few questions: Do animals predict in the same way? And do they have some estimation latency which increases by the level of precision?

Results showed that our novelty detection model presents good generalization capabilities since the same architecture can work at least for two different sensory-motor strategies.

Finally we showed that only considering the absolute novelty level was not sufficient to take correct decisions and regulate behaviors. For example, short perturbations might not affect so much the behavior. Most of the time, the robot stays in its attraction basin and performs the task correctly, even if unexpected events appear. The reason is that novelty does not refer by itself to a positive or negative reward. We showed that it is more interesting to consider the evolution of such a novelty activity rather than its absolute level. Monitoring the novelty tendency, by integrating its activity over time, provides a solution for the system to judge its own behavior. If the prediction error stagnates at a high level or if it increases whatever the robot tries, then the behavior should be considered as inefficient. And if this inefficiency is lasting this means the agent is caught in a deadlock.

Following these assumptions, we propose an emotional metacontroller (modeling frustration) that monitors prediction progress to modulate both strategies and adapt the behavior to the situation. We made several experiments that highlight the need for such a metacontroller to switch between strategies.

Moreover, we underline the role of emotions in communication by adding a simple distress call procedure triggered by the robot\'s frustration. This procedure allows the robot to communicate its inability to achieve the task by calling for help if no relevant strategies are found (if switching strategy does not increase any progress at all). Even if this procedure uses an ad-hoc distress call mechanism, it is triggered by a meaningful signal that point out situations where a refinement is possible. However, our emotional controller is not sufficient by itself to reach a full autonomy. Unlike intrinsically motivated systems such as (Schmidhuber, [@B54]; Barto et al., [@B6]; Oudeyer et al., [@B45]; Schembri et al., [@B53]; Baranes, [@B5]; Santucci et al., [@B51]), our system still requires a teacher to learn from demonstration but not in a prescriptive way. In this paper, frustration is presented as a useful intrinsic motivation for the agent to gradually develop its autonomy in an open-ended but supervised manner. Future works will focus on how to make use of this internal signal to improve learning in a fully autonomous way (without the need for human supervision).

Yet, our model has 3 main drawbacks that we should solve in a near future:

-   The recurrent weight α, that defines the short-term-memory of the agent\'s perception, has to be different from one strategy to an other. Indeed, it highly depends on the own dynamic of the strategy involved.

-   The size of the sensation vector *y* has a direct impact on the prediction dynamics. Indeed, the impact of a sensation neuron *y*~*i*~ on the novelty level is divided by the number of neurons in *y*.

-   Yet, the learning stage is still separated from the use stage. This leads to the first role of emotions that could allow the agent to directly regulate its learning. The system should then decide whether to learn a situation as normal or abnormal.

Current works focus on testing the model performance on long range outside experiments (navigating several kilometers) with a real outdoor robot. We also focus on how a simple feedback loop can help the system to disambiguate its perception in an active way. Because of the ambiguity of perception, our system sometimes needs changes in its sensation to be able to correctly measure the quality of a given strategy. Thus, we study how to use the prediction error as a feedback signal that modulates actions accordingly. A high prediction error will trigger a high noise on robot\'s actions, inducing changes in sensation. Such changes will decrease the prediction error only if sensory-motor contingencies become predictable, and will increase it if not. Behavioral alteration is directly proportional to the prediction error. We wish this homeostatic mechanism will allow the system to regulate itself, updating its knowledge by actively altering its behavior in order to check whether its expectation is true.
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